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Home Class BUSS6094 - Industry Experience
Industry Experience
Internship is one method to give students experiential learning, specifically to apply the skills and expand the knowledge they
learned in the context of industry experience. Experiential learning is deemed important to orient students on how their knowledge
and skills sit within the bigger context of professional life. In this course students will learn completely out-of-campus, guided by an
industry supervisor and co-supervised by a faculty mentor. Through this design, the program aims to guide students to both apply
their skills and reflect on their experience, giving them the chance to make the connection between knowledge, behavior, and
practice.
COURSE INFORMATION
Learning Goals
Learning Objectives
Learning Outcomes
Assessment Method
LG1 Management Concept - Each student should be able to comprehend business and management concept
LG2 Creative Thinking and Entrepreneurial Skills - Each student should be able to work innovatively by applying their adept thinking,
entrepreneurial, and ICT skills
LG3 Global Mindset - Each student should be able to perform global mindset in exercising business concept
LG4 Ethics - Each student should be able to apply ethical and professional values
LO1.2 Ability to demonstrate knowledge of different business functions.
LO2.1 Ability to demonstrate creative and entrepreneurial skills in identifying innovative ideas and solutions
LO3.1 Ability to demonstrate collaborative working in diverse background environment
LO3.2 Ability to apply effective communication skills
LO4.1 Ability to demonstrate professional value in business context
LO4.2 Ability to apply social and ethical values in business context.
LO1 Demonstrates the understanding of the role, responsibility, and the assigned tasks during the work assignment
LO2 Demonstrate the understanding of the business/industry/social sector in which the company or organization operates and the
business processes of the organisation
LO3 Performs the intended learning outcomes as specified further in the Learning Plan
LO4 Demonstrates effective problem-solving skill
LO5 Applies a multidisciplinary perspective to approach the assigned task(s)
LO6 Demonstrates good collaboration in team
LO7 Apply effective verbal/written communication skills
LO8 Demonstrate professional and ethical values
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NEXT AGENDA
NO NIM STUDENT NAME TOTAL SESSION MAX ABSENCE SESSION DONE TOTAL ABSENCE
1 2101695453 WARANEY DANIEL CARL MUMBUNAN 1 0 1 0
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STUDENT SCORE LIST
No Photo NIM Student Name
CWR
(50%)
FOD
(20%)
RPT
(30%)
Final
Score Grade
CWR
(100%)
FOD
(100%)
RPT
(100%)
1 2101695453 WARANEY DANIEL CARLMUMBUNAN 85 85 85 85 A-
Institution : BINUS University Academic Career : International Undergraduate
Campus : Binus JWC Term : 2019, Even Semester
Course : BUSS6094 - Industry Experience Class : EIBU
Note : The Student who are highlighted in red background will get zero (0) points because of their ineligibility to take the exam due
to Absence during Exam Period, Cheating, and any kind of Violation. For student who are sick during the exam period, the score will
be revised after the Make-Up Exam Period.
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